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"Regnery's writing and tempo are top-notch." --Library Journal Xpress ReviewsReaders who love

Susan Mallery, Robyn Carr, and Jill Shalvis will adore Katy Regnery's "sweet heat" Heart of

Montana romances.Erik Lindstrom never had much faith in love. He saw his parents' marriage

collapse andÂ  vowed to avoid the same anguish himself. His fiercely protective nature drew him to

a career in law enforcement, where he's managed to keep himself and his heart safe...until

now.Katrin Svenson is in danger. After leaving her home in secret, her only hope for safety seems

to lie in the hands of a man who has steeled himself against her deep blue eyes and sunnyÂ  smile.

During the annual celebration of Midsommardagen, sparks fly between the officer and the nurse,

and those sparks turn to fire as Katrin melts the ice surrounding Erik's heart. Yet a dark force,

determined to tear the young lovers apart, mustÂ  be vanquished before their sweet midsummer

nights can turn into a sweet forever.HEART OF MONTANA SERIESBy Proxy, Heart of Montana #1

(Jenny Lindstrom & Sam Kelley)The Christmas Wish, Heart of Montana #2 (Tess Branson & Lucas

Flynn)Midsummer Sweetheart, Heart of Montana #3 (Erik Lindstrom & Kat Svenson)See Jane Fall,

Heart of Montana #4 (Lars Lindstrom & Jane Mays)Meeting Miss Mystic, Heart of Montana #5 (Paul

Johansson & Zoe Flannigan)What Were You Expecting?, Heart of Montana #6 (Nils Lindstrom &

MaggieCampbell)
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This is the 16th. book I've read by this author, and I have loved them all....until now. I wanted to love

it, but ended up skipping over parts out of boredom. The beginning of the story started out really

great and my thoughts at that moment was "Wow, this is going to be another really great story". But

...in the very next chapter it suddenly began to go down hill for me. For one: there was too much

thinking on both characters parts in the book, and after a while I was like "get over it already"!

Really....how many ways can you say the same things over and over again, just in different ways? I

was at the 41% mark of the book and I still knew very little about Katrin . What we did know was that

she was a nurse, where she worked in the Maturnity Ward. She'd recently broken up with her fiance'

who had jilted her at the alter after going on a drinking binge. Since then, he has proceeded to stalk

her non-stop. We also know that she has a brother named Kristian, and a SIL named Ingrid, as well

as an infant neice named Annie. We aslo know that she had lost her father a few years ago in a

terrible car accident, and other than that...nothing.And up to that point we know practically nothing

about Erik either, other than he was a cop and was going upstate to train for a new job. We also

knew that he had a few brothers---which are hardly even mentioned--- and a sister named Jenny,

and a BIL named Sam. Oh and that he lost his mother to an illness a few years ago, which

somehow relates to his aversion towards relationships and marriage. That's basically it, and the

story was almost at the half way point at the time.

This is such a sweet, sweet story, that will have anyone who reads it, fall absolutely head-over-heals

in love with it! Midsummer Sweetheart is the second book in the Heart of Montana series that

focuses on Katrin Svenson and Erik Lindstrom, if you've read the first book in the series By Proxy ,

you'll recognize this is Jenny Lindstrom's brothers story! What's also great, is that Katrin is Jenny's

husband Sam's cousin! I love reading books that have returning characters, and that we get to keep

up with what's going on in their lives!! Kind of makes it feel like the book doesn't completely

end...okay maybe that's just me. :)Also wanted to add how much I love the scenery that the author

draws out for us, I want to either visit or live in Montana now!!!!I adored Kat's character, everything

about her! She's strong, witty, playful, smart, and extremely classy. There needs to be more

characters like her in our real world, that's for sure.I felt such a strong connection with Kat from this

book, namely because it seems she and I sort of share the same history. We both were in a



long-term relationship with our high-school flames, both which ended pretty nasty, although mine

wasn't in a violent manner like hers was. I just wish I had some tall, blond, Nordic man to whisk me

away on an adventure like she did!And an adventure they had!Erik Lindstrom is your run-of-the-mill

player who likes to have his fun with women, but doesn't like the idea of commitment or the old

ball-and-chain.

Midsummer Sweetheart is the second book of the Heart of Montana series by Katy Regnery. I loved

this book so much that I hated for it to end!The Heart of Montana series is set in a small town, so

these are characters you can easily relate to. Katrin has been living in fear because of her ex-fiance.

Erik has sworn off of committed relationships in order to protect himself from a broken heart. But the

moment Erik and Katrin meet there is instant attraction. It's an attraction they try to ignore. I loved

the way they flirted with each other and I really enjoyed how the author included the text messages

they sent to each other: "PS, no playing doctor" - Erik "See you Sunday. PS, don't tell me what to

do. PPS, what kind of a girl do you think I am anyway?" - Katrin "The kind every man wants to play

doctor with" - ErikAfter I read this I felt the butterflies in my stomach, my heart was racing and I had

the biggest grin - which I can imagine is how Katrin felt when she received Erik's last text message!

I was completely blown away with how great this story was! This had me laughing, swooning and

crying - I loved everything about this book!! Midsummer Sweetheart has romance, drama, action,

comedy and family unity - which may seem a lot in one story but this is so well written that it was

perfectly meshed together. I was hooked from the beginning. The more I read from Katy Regnery,

the more I am impressed with her writing! Midsummer Sweetheart is my favorite (so far) from this

series and I can't wait to read the next book!Even though this is the second book of the series it can

be read as a standalone.
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